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Compiler optimization plays an increasingly important role to boost the performance of machine learning models for data processing and management. With increasingly complex data, the dynamic tensor shape phenomenon emerges for ML models. However, existing ML compilers either can only handle static shape models or expose a series of performance problems for both operator fusion optimization and code generation in dynamic shape scenes. This paper tackles the main challenges of dynamic shape optimization: the fusion optimization without shape value, and code generation supporting arbitrary shapes. To tackle the fundamental challenge of the absence of shape values, it systematically abstracts and excavates the shape information and designs a cross-level symbolic shape representation. With the insight that what fusion optimization relies
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upon is tensor shape relationships between adjacent operators rather than exact shape values, it proposes the dynamic shape fusion approach based on shape information propagation. To generate code that adapts to arbitrary shapes efficiently, it proposes a compile-time and runtime combined code generation approach. Finally, it presents a complete optimization pipeline for dynamic shape models and implements an industrial-grade ML compiler, named BladeDISC. The extensive evaluation demonstrates that BladeDISC outperforms PyTorch, TorchScript, TVM, ONNX Runtime, XLA, Torch Inductor (dynamic shape), and TensorRT by up to $6.95 \times$, $6.25 \times$, $2.04 \times$, $2.06 \times$, $7.92 \times$, and $4.16 \times$ ($3.54 \times$, $3.12 \times$, $1.95 \times$, $1.47 \times$, $1.24 \times$, $2.93 \times$, and $1.46 \times$ on average) in terms of end-to-end inference speedup on the A10 and T4 GPU, respectively. BladeDISC’s source code is publicly available at https://github.com/alibaba/BladeDISC.

CCS Concepts:
• Software and its engineering → Compilers;
• Hardware → Emerging languages and compilers;
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning;
• Computer systems organization → Heterogeneous (hybrid) systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) plays an increasingly important role in data management in recent years. How to optimize the ML system for efficient data management is becoming an important research topic [24, 27, 28, 37, 44, 53, 56]. Specifically, with the increasing diversity of data to process and manage, the need for the optimization of dynamic shape models is growing [19, 20, 71]. In recent years, machine learning compilers [11, 14, 19, 30, 91] have become an indispensable component for model optimization and deployment. They accept the computation graph of a model and generate efficient code accordingly on target devices. However, existing optimizing compilers show limitations for dynamic shape models.

A common practice to deal with dynamic shape is to pad all dimensions of the input tensors (e.g., input and output sequence lengths) to the max value within each batch. However, there is an obstacle to applying conventional optimizing compiler techniques on the per-batch padding approach in many real-world production scenes. Most of the existing ML compilers [11, 14, 30, 91] are static shape oriented, which rely on dynamic recompilation (e.g., SystemML [29]) to deal with runtime-encountered shapes. Whenever a new shape comes (e.g., different batch sizes and sequence lengths after per-batch padding in different iterations), they recompile the graph, resulting in severe recompilation overhead and memory consumption of compilation caches for the encountered shapes. For example, we evaluate the overall latency for serving ten BERT-large inferences with TensorFlow, the XLA-optimized deployment spends 20× more of the execution time than naive TensorFlow due to the recompilation of every new shape. Note that a GPU kernel duration in a common ML program is usually (tens of) microseconds while the compilation of the kernel could be much longer.

As for just-in-time (JIT) compilation with caching using static shape compilers, it leads to a long warm-up process due to the frequent compilations and results in frequent jitter of service time for dynamic shape models. Note that the number of different shapes could be tens of thousands for

---

1Dynamic shape means the tensor shape could have varied values at runtime, which is common in real production. For example, the batch size and sequence length of language models [35, 67, 76] vary for different inputs, and the size of input images for computer vision models [36, 42] also varies.
some production tasks (e.g., \(N_{batch} \times N_{seq-len}\) for NLP tasks, and \(N_{batch} \times N_{img-size}\) for CV tasks). Moreover, the compilation cache consumes a large memory footprint. Note that the compilation cache is usually placed in memory, rather than on disk, to speed up the lookup and function load process. Finally, there are system expansion requirements in real business to serve the sudden increase in user requests. The newly expanded machines will suffer from the warming-up process again, as the in-memory compilation cache is hard to migrate. Sometimes, the delay due to the warming-up process is intolerable.

The ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation with static shape compilers is also impractical for dynamic shape models in real production. On one hand, it is not practical to enumerate all possible shapes and compile them ahead of time due to the combination explosion of different tensor dimensions, which will cause unacceptable compilation overhead and memory footprint. On the other hand, bucketing the input tensor shapes into a small number of ranges and padding each dimension to the max in each range (i.e., cross-batch padding) will lead to massive redundant computations, which also requires the deployment effort for proper bucketing. An example is that when padding the input shape of BERT [35] model from <9, 33> to <16, 64>, the inference latency of TensorRT [11] is increased to 11.84 ms while the original latency without padding is 4.92 ms, causing 2.41× performance degradation. What is worse, developers do not always know the shape range of the tensors before the execution (e.g., serving online queries of arbitrary lengths of text). When encountering a tensor shape out of the specified range at runtime, the above solution will not work.

To tackle the above problems of static shape compilers, this paper proposes BladeDISC, an ML compiler that supports efficient optimization for dynamic shape models. It enables compiling the dynamic shape model once and serving any incoming shapes efficiently. The ML tasks could be per-batch padded (i.e., different batches use different padding), and BladeDISC does not require recompilation when encountering a new shape from the incoming batched samples. It does not need cross-batch padding, avoiding many redundant computations. It makes the following contributions:

- **It is the first work that systematically abstracts, excavates, and represents the hidden shape constraint information of dynamic shape models.** The fundamental challenge of dynamic shape optimization is the lack of tensor shape values at compile-time. We observe that even though there is no exact shape value, there is rich shape constraint information hidden in the tensor computation logic. We systematically abstract the hidden shape information for common graph-level optimizations into two categories. Then we analyze and excavate the shape information from the semantics of each operator in the computation graph, and build global shape constraints of the whole graph (Sec.3.1). Instead of relying on exact tensor shape value for optimizations [14, 30, 91], we design the optimizations based on the excavated global shape information to cope with dynamic shapes. We also propose the cross-level shape representation to address the shape information losing problem across different IR levels and optimization passes (Sec.3.1.3).

- **It proposes the advanced fusion decision approach for dynamic shape models built on shape constraint information rather than exact tensor shape value.** Operator fusion is one of the most important graph transformation optimizations for ML models and data management tasks [14, 27, 30, 32, 41, 63, 73, 86, 91]. The state-of-the-art fusion optimizations rely on the exact tensor shape value for multi-level locality checking (e.g., the locality on registers, the GPU shared memory) to decide whether operators can be fused together. We make an important observation that what the locality checking requires is the equality relationship between tensor shapes of producer and consumer, rather than the shape value itself. With the global shape information, we design the symbolic dim propagation approach to propagate and check locality information for dynamic shape fusion decisions (Sec.4.2). We also design the fusion decision pipeline to integrate different fusion decision strategies together for dealing with the increasingly complex graph (Sec.4.1).
► It proposes the adaptive dynamic shape code generation (codegen) approach with the combination of compile-time and runtime optimizations. The lack of shape information makes it challenging to generate code that efficiently adapts to various shapes. The codegen schedule\(^2\) that is friendly to one shape may perform poorly for other shapes. We combine the compile-time and runtime optimizations together to cope with this issue. At compile-time, we exploit instruction interleaving to help fill hardware pipelines, making the codegen schedule less sensitive to different tensor shapes (Sec.5.1). BladeDISC also compiles for multi-version of code for each operation to enable runtime kernel selection for varied tensor shapes, which shares a similar principle with the alternative kernel selection problems of adaptive query processing [25, 34, 40, 49, 55]. We propose a data-analysis-based heuristic for runtime kernel speculation for different kinds of operations (Sec.5.2).

► It implements a production-ready system to incorporate the optimizations in this paper and provides a comprehensive evaluation of common ML models. The end-to-end optimization pipeline (Sec.6.2), along with the runtime abstraction layer design (Sec.6.1), shows how to build a dynamic shape compiler system with MLIR. We evaluate BladeDISC on a set of commonly used models. The extensive evaluation demonstrates that BladeDISC outperforms PyTorch [64], TorchScript [4], TVM Relay VM (Nimble) [71], ONNX Runtime [10], XLA [14], Inductor [21] (dynamic shape) and TensorRT [11] by up to 6.95\(\times\), 6.25\(\times\), 4.08\(\times\), 2.04\(\times\), 2.06\(\times\), 7.92\(\times\), and 4.16\(\times\) (3.54\(\times\), 3.12\(\times\), 1.95\(\times\), 1.47\(\times\), 1.24\(\times\), 2.93\(\times\), and 1.46\(\times\) on average) in terms of end-to-end inference speedup on the A10 and T4 GPU, respectively. BladeDISC has been deployed in a top cloud service provider’s AI platform serving massive ML-based data processing and management tasks.

2 BACKGROUND OF DYN-SHAPE COMPILER

2.1 AI Compiler and Limitation on Dyn-Shape

The optimizing compiler approach has been widely used in ML programs in data management tasks. The compiler accepts the machine learning models written in domain-specific languages (e.g., PyTorch [64], TensorFlow [22]), and converts them to the binary on target devices. During the conversion to the target devices, the optimizing compiler is responsible for the microarchitecture-level planning of thread mapping and data locality management (e.g., tiling of MatMul) for codegen.

Modern ML compilers rely on effective operator fusion to better utilize the hardware resource. Note that with the evolution of model structures and the growing ratio of computing power to memory bandwidth, memory-intensive computations have become a rising factor for end-to-end performance [91]. In particular, the rapid computing power growth and the lagging bandwidth follow-up make the performance problems of memory-intensive computation even more pronounced\(^3\). The state-of-the-art static shape optimizers [11, 91] explore the advanced fusion to leverage different levels of memories for multi-level intermediate data buffering, named stitch fusion. The stitch fusion helps to reduce off-chip memory traffic and non-computation overhead (e.g., framework-level operator scheduling and device-level kernel launching).

To generate the code after stitch fusion, the existing works divide the to-be-fused operators into several groups, generate the code of each group independently, and finally ‘stitch’ the groups together with the multi-level data buffering in the same kernel. Specifically, AStitch [91] identifies the operators sensitive to parallelism in the fusion as dominant ops (e.g., reduce op), and groups each dominant op with their non-dominant producers together. It then generates the code of each dominant op and propagates the codegen schedule to other ops within the corresponding group.

\(^2\)As for codegen, schedule means how the threads are mapped to hardware to process each data item (e.g., tiling size, on-chip resource management, parallelism configuration).

\(^3\)The computing power of H100 increases by 3.2\(\times\) compared to A100, and the bandwidth increases by only 1.9\(\times\). Moreover, H100 supports FP8 tensor computation and further increases the computing power sharply.
The output of each group is buffered on different levels of memory (i.e., register, shared memory, and global memory) according to the locality between this group and its consumer groups. Finally, the consumer groups will read from their producer groups’ output buffers. In AStitch, the locality checking between different groups is done by shape value propagation. For example, when trying to use the GPU shared memory for intermediate data buffering between two operators, AStitch checks how many data items the producer generates and how many data items the consumer requires within each thread block according to static shape values.

The existing static shape ML compilers suffer from either the JIT compilation overhead of each new tensor shape or redundant computations due to large cross-batch padding. There are some efforts to address the dynamic shape problem in ML compilers but with some limitations. Nimble [71] and DISC [94] are proposed to handle dynamic shape models and can apply basic fusion for memory-intensive operators. However, they suffer from insufficient fusion and inefficient codegen optimization for both memory-intensive and compute-intensive computations. Their basic kernel fusion (i.e., fuse element-wise operators into their consumer op) for memory-intensive computations can not help to fully leverage hardware computing power for many modern model structures. Besides the kernel execution itself, the non-computation overhead is another problem caused by insufficient fusion. The massive operators cause massive off-chip memory access and severe non-computation overhead [91]. TensorRT [11] supports the ranged-shape optimization to alleviate this problem but requires users to provide the shape range ahead of time, which cannot work for scenes where the input shape range cannot be obtained before execution.

2.2 Challenges of Dyn-shape Optimization

The absence of shape values makes compiler optimization quite tricky in two aspects.

Graph transformation. One of the most important graph transformations of ML compilers is operator fusion. The decision of the state-of-the-art operator fusion [91] heavily relies on shape information. For example, when trying to fuse reduce\(^4\) operator with its consumer, for which the result of reduce is expected to be buffered on the GPU shared memory, the existing stitch technique requires to guarantee that the number of data items the producer generates and the consumer requires within each thread block are the same according to static shape values. Existing solutions do not support to do stitch fusion decisions without static shape information. There are also some other graph optimizations relying on shape values in existing solutions, like batching GEMMs together when they have the same shape. Losing the shape values makes these graph transformation optimization very tough.

Dynamic-shaped Code Generation. Static shape compilers generate efficient schedules for ML computations according to tensor shapes. As for dynamic shape compilers without shape value at compile time, it becomes challenging for the codegen to adapt to arbitrary tensor shapes efficiently. Besides the inefficient codegen schedule problem, dynamic shape codegen also suffers from the overhead of implicit broadcast. For example, when performing the operation \(A<\text{?x?>} + B<\text{?x?>}\)\(^5\), the compiler should convert it to broadcast \((A<\text{?x?>}) + \text{broadcast}(B<\text{?x?>})\). This is because the popular frameworks [22, 64] support the implicit broadcast of operators on tensors with different shapes. The broadcast introduces notable performance costs due to the index computations. (Note that integer calculation is very expensive on the GPUs [45].) The broadcast becomes not necessary if the tensor shapes are the same. However, the dynamic shape scene makes it tricky to identify shape equality, resulting in the severe overhead of unnecessary broadcast computations.

\(^4\)The reduce is the operator that reduces an \(N\)-D tensor to \(M\)-D (\(N > M\)), like sum of an array, rather than the collective communication op.

\(^5A<\text{?x?>}\) means a 2D tensor whose dimension values are unknown at compile-time.
3 GLOBAL SYMBOLIC SHAPE INFORMATION

The fundamental source of the challenges described in Sec.2 is that, the shape is unknown at compile-time. The compilation is a static action, while shape values are only known at runtime dynamically. Fortunately, we observe that although the accurate shape value cannot be obtained, a large amount of shape constraint information is hidden in the tensor computation graph. By excavating the hidden shape constraints, we can develop graph-level optimizations (e.g., operator fusion in Sec.4) for tensor programs.

In this section, we systematically abstract shape information in a dynamic-shaped tensor computation graph, and thoroughly dig for the hidden shape constraint information for the graph.

3.1 Global Shape Analysis

3.1.1 Dynamic Shape Information Abstraction. Basically, we analyze and excavate the shape information from the semantic of each operator in the computation graph, and build global shape constraints of the whole graph. We abstract the shape information in BladeDISC into two categories: shape relationship and shape property. A shape consists of a set of dimensions. Thus the shape information can be represented by fine-grained dim information (i.e., dim relationship and dim property). For example, if all the dims are equal for two tensors, the shapes are equal.

Shape relationship. indicates the relationship between different tensors, such as tensor shape equality, equal number of elements between tensors, etc. This information is essential for optimizations like operator fusion.

We observe that there are two most important dim relationships for modern machine learning workloads: dim equality and dim collapse equality. Dim equality means that two dims are equal. Dim collapse equality means that the computation (e.g., multiply, divide, mod) of a group of dims is equal to another single dim, which is essential to describe tensor shape transformation operations. For example, when we reshape tensor<?x?> to tensor<?>, the multiplication of the input dims is the same as the output dim.

Shape property. represents the property of a single tensor, such as whether the number of elements of a tensor is able to divide by two. It is useful for optimizations like vectorization.

As for dim property, BladeDISC currently analyzes whether a dim is known to be able to divide by constant values (to guide code generation vectorization). It also analyzes and propagates the value range of each dim, which is helpful for code generation speculation in Sec.5.2. With the basic analysis and propagation method in Sec.3.1.2, more dim properties can be easily supported.

3.1.2 Dim Relationship and Property Analysis.

Dim Equality. We analyze the dim equality with 3 basic methods:
1. Input-output infer. This is to extract the dim equality between input and output tensors. For example, Fig.1 shows the dim equality between input and output tensors of dot operator (i.e., matmul op), excavating the equality of M-N dims for matrix multiplication.
Fig. 2. Dim property analyze and propagation.

2. **Sibling constraint.** This is to extract the dim equality between several input tensors (or output tensors) of an op. For example, the contracting dimensions (i.e., dim K of matmul) of the two inputs of dot operator have the same dim size, which is shown in Fig. 1.

3. **Shape value extraction.** This is to extract the dim equality according to the specified shape value. For example, some operators require a shape tensor to specify the output shape (e.g., reshape operator requires to specify the new shape), for which each element in the shape tensor indicates a dim value of the output tensor. We map the dim value of the output tensor according to each element of the shape tensor. When two dims of different tensors are mapped to the same value, the two dims are equal (broadcast and reshape in Fig.2). Fig.1 presents a case of reshape operator for which the dim of output tensor can be mapped to the shape tensor.

**Dim Collapse Equality.** BladeDISC identifies *dim collapse equality* according to two ways. The first is to trace integer arithmetic operators (e.g., mul, div, mod) for dim values in the computation graph. The second is to trace shape transformation operators. For example, as for reshape operator in Fig.2, the multiplication of input tensor dims is the same as output tensor dim.

**Dim Property.** We analyze *dim properties* according to known dim properties and algebraic computing properties. For the example shown in Fig.2, when we reshape a tensor of dim <x,4> to dim <y>, we can indicate that the dim value y is able to divide by 4. Assuming we already know that the dim value x is greater than 512, we can indicate that y will be greater than 2048. We further propagate dim properties of each dim through input-output infer and update dim property when meeting algebraic computing.

3.1.3 **Cross-level Shape Representation.** The compiler optimization is usually organized as a pass pipeline, where every pass alters the IR of the computation graph sequentially. Although the pipeline manner simplifies the compiler construction, it introduces troubles for shape analysis in two aspects. 1) **Reusability problem.** Suppose there are two passes requiring the shape information for optimization. Since it is difficult to transfer information between passes in existing pipeline design, the most convenient approach is to re-analyze the shape information independently and redundantly with overhead. 2) **Stability problem.** After the processing of some passes, the shape information that is analyzable in previous passes may be lost in later passes as the graph is changed. The instability may lead to conflicts between passes due to different shape information. To address the above problems, we make use of the MLIR’s ability to attach information on data types to develop the cross-level IR representation for shape information. Specifically, we bind the symbolic shape information on the data type of each tensor, as is shown in Fig.3. The dimensions of equal size will share the same dim symbol globally on the IR. We also maintain a *dim collapse container* (DimCollapseContainer in Fig.3) for *dim collapse equality* information, and maintain a set of *dim symbols* (SymbolDim in Fig.3) for *dim properties.*
3.2 Compile-time Broadcast Elimination

With the help of global shape information analysis, BladeDISC can identify many unnecessary implicit broadcasts at compile-time. (An implicit broadcast is unnecessary when the source and destination have the same tensor shape.) By eliminating the unnecessary broadcast, BladeDISC helps to reduce the unnecessary index calculation. Note that integer index calculation on the GPU is very expensive [45]. To further eliminate implicit broadcast operators, BladeDISC presents the multi-version codegen and runtime speculation techniques (Sec.5.2).

4 ADVANCED FUSION DECISION

Operator fusion is one of the most important graph-level optimizations for machine learning jobs. As modern machine learning graphs become increasingly complex, the fusion decision becomes more tricky. Pattern-based methods (e.g., TVM [30]) is difficult to achieve large-grained fusion for complex memory-intensive subgraphs. The memory-intensive oriented optimizer AStitch [91] is not able to fuse compute-intensive operators. What’s more, the dynamic shape further increases the difficulty of fusion optimization due to the lack of exact shape value at compile-time, which is essential to determine the fusibility between producer and consumer in existing fusion solutions.

To support different types of fusions given a complex graph, BladeDISC builds up a pipelined fusion decision procedure. The basic insight is to form basic fusions first, and then build up larger fusions by merging the basic fusions. This method is flexible and time-saving. The most complex fusion pass is stitch-fusion for memory-intensive subgraphs, which relies on exact shape value at compile-time for data locality checking in AStitch [91]. We propose the dynamic shape stitch fusion decision approach, with the observation that the locality checking can be done by analyzing shape constraint information rather than exact values.

4.1 Operator Fusion Pipeline

Rather than forming the final fusion at one time, BladeDISC builds up smaller fusions at each pass and merges existing fusions to form larger fusions in the next pass in the pipeline. The pipelined manner breaks the complex decision into a set of smaller jobs, reducing the overall complexity. By reusing existing basic fusion components in previous passes, it saves a lot of fusion exploration.
Elem-wise fusion Compute-intensive fusion Stitch fusion

GEMM op Constant op Elem-wise op Reduce op

Fig. 4. Fusion decision pipeline in BladeDISC. Ops in the same dotted box will be fused together. The color of the dotted box indicates the fusion type.

time. Meanwhile, the pipeline-based manner is flexible to add new passes for other types of fusion decisions in the future.

Fig.4 describes the fusion decision pipeline of BladeDISC. Elem-wise fusion pass is similar to the fusion strategy in XLA [14], which fuses element-wise operators with their consumers together, ends at reduce op, and stops by compute-intensive ops. Then the compute-intensive fusion pass fuses compute-intensive operators with their pure element-wise consumers together, including constant ops. Finally, the stitch fusion pass stitches memory-intensive fusions together to form larger fusions (details in Sec.4.2).

In BladeDISC, it will fuse element-wise operators with compute-intensive ones only if it reduces off-chip memory traffics. Take the example in Fig.4, fusing operator G with the following subgraph reduces the off-chip memory write of G and the following off-chip memory read of E, thus increasing the overall execution efficiency. Note that not all memory-intensive fusions are better to be fused with a producer compute-intensive op. This is because compute-intensive and memory-intensive operators usually require different on-chip resource allocations and thread-level parallelism for good performance. On the one hand, compute-intensive operators rely on large amounts of on-chip resource allocations for good performance, leading to limited parallelism. On the other hand, memory-intensive operators rely on high parallelism for high off-chip memory access efficiency. Force to fuse memory-intensive operators with compute-intensive ones together may result in poor memory access efficiency for memory-intensive operators.

4.2 Stitch-fusion Decision

As described in Sec.2, the existing stitch fusion relies on static shape value for data locality checking. The lack of static shape information makes locality checking and stitch decisions difficult.

We make an important observation that what the locality checking requires is the equality relationship between dims of producer and consumer, rather than the dim value itself. With the global shape information (Sec.3), we design the symbolic dim propagation approach for dynamic shape stitch optimization. The basic insight is to propagate along tensor dims with dim equality information for locality checking. Based on the example in Fig.5a, the workflow to make stitch decisions is shown in Fig.5b.

**Step 1:** Identify dominant operators in the to-be-fused subgraph. Note that we borrow the basic insight of the grouping and then stitching approach in AStitch [91]. The subgraph will be divided into several operator groups for code generation. The code of each operator group will be first generated independently, and then be stitched together with shared memory. The dominant operator is responsible for such a group of operators (called dominant-group), covering all its non-dominant producers. As for code generation, BladeDISC would generate the loop structure of each dominant operator independently, and inline its corresponding producers into the loop.
structure for code generation (called input-inline). The independent loop structure would be finally stitched together through shared memory in the same kernel in BladeDISC. Specifically, the reduce operator (reduce-sum in Fig.5b) and the output of the subgraph (reshape in Fig.5b) are regarded as dominants, just like AStitch [91]. (The broadcast is not dominant as its schedule can be inferred from reshape with input-inline.)

**Step 2:** Identify the group-dims for all dominant operators. We introduce two terms for the technique explanation: group-dim and tile-dim. Take reduce op as an example, supposing which reduces a 2-D tensor (A<m, n>) to a 1-D tensor (B<m>). On the GPU, BladeDISC will use a tile of threads (usually a thread-block) to reduce the n elements and will form m such thread tiles. The tile-dim is dim n here, for which is mapped to a tile of threads. The group-dim is dim m, for which is mapped to different groups of tiled threads.

As a general rule, BladeDISC will first regard the ‘row’ dims of row-reduce operators as the group-dims, and identify the group-dims of other non-reduce dominant operators according to dim collapse equality. The other dims are tile-dims accordingly. The insight is that in the same kernel, all dominants will form the same number of thread tiles, and thus should have the same product of group-dims. In Fig.5b, BladeDISC identifies that the first dim of reduce-sum is the group-dim, whose dim symbol is @S0. With shape constraint information, it identifies that @S0 = @S2 × @S3. Thus it regards the first two dims of reshape as group-dims, according to the requirement that all dominants should have the same product for group-dims.

---

6We only discuss row-reduce in this paper.
**Step 3:** Check the locality between *dominant-groups*. It propagates between different *dominant* operators to identify the *group-dims* and *tile-dims* of all passing operators from back to front, starting from each dominant op and ending when reaching another dominant op. The propagation rule is according to the per-element data dependency in each dimension between the output and input tensor for each type of op. For example, for `reshape` op that reshapes tensor \(A<x, y, z>\) to tensor \(B<a, z>\), output-\(z\) is mapped to input-\(z\) and \(a\) is mapped to \(\{x, y\}\). When the propagation reaches the output tensor of a previous dominant op, it will check whether the newly propagated *group-dims* and *tile-dims* of this tensor are the same as that identified in the first step. If the same, the locality is matched. Otherwise not matched and the stitch decision fails.

Note that we do not see a loop among dominant groups in popular models. If there is a novel model where the dimension relationship cannot be determined due to a loop, the propagation will return and BladeDISC will produce split kernels.

Besides the locality propagation, it also requires checking indices coverability within the dominant-group, if there are outputs that are non-dominant op. This is because all non-dominant operators’ codegen schedules are inferred from their corresponding dominant operator (through input-inline). If a non-dominant operator generates a result tensor of the fused kernel, it requires that all the indices of this result tensor should be able to be inferred from its corresponding dominant. Otherwise, the data elements at non-inferred indices will not be generated. For example, a single output tensor of a `slice` operator is only a part of the input tensor. It means that the indices of a single output tensor of a `slice` operator are not able to cover all indices of the input tensor. Thus it does not allow the input of `slice` to be a result of the stitch fusion kernel.

We also expand the connotation of stitch optimization to design the CPU stitch optimization. One difference between GPU and CPU is that the former has an explicitly controlled on-chip memory (i.e., shared memory), while the latter does not have it. The CPU stitch optimization leverages the on-chip cache for efficient intermediate data buffering and reuse. The insight is to increase the temporal locality for intermediate data by rescheduling the computations.

### 4.3 Compute-intensive Operator Merging

To further increase GEMM efficiency, BladeDISC applies GEMM merging to increase hardware utilization and reduce kernel launch overhead. Specifically, it supports two types of GEMM merging transformation. One is to merge two GEMMs that share the same operand into a single GEMM (i.e., transform \(A \times B\) and \(A \times C\) to \(A \times [B C]\)). The other one is to merge two GEMMs with the same shape into a batched GEMM. Note that the dynamic shape scenario makes the latter (i.e., GEMM batching) difficult because it requires that the shape of the GEMMs should be the same. Thanks to the shape constraint analysis technique in Sec.3, BladeDISC can successfully identify shape equality for GEMM batching optimization.

### 5 DYNAMIC SHAPE CODE GENERATION

We describe how BladeDISC generates efficient code for fused sub-graphs in the dynamic shape scenario in this section. As discussed before, losing shape values makes it challenging to generate code with efficient hardware resource utilization. We design the compile-time and runtime coupled method for shape-adaptive code generation. On the one hand, BladeDISC generates shape-insensitive schedules at compile-time (Sec.5.1). On the other hand, BladeDISC generates multi-version of code for both memory-intensive and compute-intensive computations and selects the best schedule at runtime with a well-designed schedule speculation strategy (Sec.5.2).
### 5.1 Shape-insensitive Code Generation for Memory-intensive Subgraphs

As for memory-intensive computations, we observe that the most significant performance factor is thread-level parallelism (TP). The difficulty for dynamic-shape codegen is that it is hard to generate code with optimal TLP without the exact shape values, especially for reduce operators. Note that most time-consuming fusions of memory-intensive computations are dominated by reduce operators.

Beneath the surface of TLP, the fundamental optimization target is to fill the massive hardware pipelines of GPU architecture. TLP is just the basic programming paradigm to fill the hardware pipelines. Based on this insight, we explore instruction reordering and interleaving in BladeDISC to help fill hardware pipelines, making the code generation schedule less sensitive to TLP and tensor shape values.

There are two main instruction interleaving approaches. One is to interleave the codegen schedule of independent dominant-groups. Fig. 6 shows an example, where the control flow and instructions of reduce-sum and reduce-max operators with their inlined producers are interleaved. Before interleaving, each of the two reduce operators forms several control-flow structures. The interleaving optimization merges the independent and identical control-flows, reducing control-flow overhead and enabling higher ILP. The other is to improve the software pipeline through instruction interleaving between different loop iterations. BladeDISC unrolls the inner-most loops and reorders instructions to place independent instructions next to each other as much as possible. For example, the thread-local reduce-for-loop in Fig. 6b (line-2) can be unrolled and the instructions of the unrolled loop can be interleaved to enlarge ILP. Although the loop unroll and interleave is a traditional technique, we find and demonstrate that it is quite effective to make the kernel less sensitive to dynamic-shaped values.

### 5.2 Multi-codegen and Runtime Speculation.

Besides the shape-insensitive codegen, BladeDISC generates multiple versions of code for each kernel. BladeDISC will select the proper version of the kernel at runtime according to the encountered shape value.
Fig. 7 shows the basic procedure of kernel execution. CPU speculates the proper schedule and issues the ahead-of-time (AOT) compiled kernel, and GPU executes asynchronously. The schedule speculation is small enough (microseconds) to be overlapped with GPU kernel execution. Moreover, with the shape constraint information, BladeDISC shares the same speculation result for multiple compute-intensive subgraphs with the same shape.

5.2.1 Multi-codegen for Memory-intensive Subgraphs. As for memory-intensive subgraphs, BladeDISC generates two versions of kernels for three aspects of GPU architecture.

1) Vectorization. BladeDISC generates a vectorized kernel and a non-vectorized kernel. When it encounters a tensor shape that is divisible by the vectorization factor at runtime, the vectorized kernel will be selected. Otherwise, the non-vectorized kernel will be selected.

2) Implicit broadcast. The technique in Sec.3.2 may not be able to eliminate all implicit broadcasts if some of the shape equality cannot be analyzed at compile-time. BladeDISC generates one more kernel that assumes to eliminate all remaining implicit broadcasts. The new kernel will be selected if BladeDISC identifies at runtime that the remaining implicit broadcasts are unnecessary.

3) Reduce operator schedule. As for row-reduce operator, two kernels are generated. One is to process one row with one thread block, the other is with one warp. When the number of rows is small or the number of cols is large at runtime, BladeDISC selects the one-block-one-row kernel for better parallelism and smaller tail latency. Otherwise, the one-warp-one-row kernel is selected to avoid awaits of threads. We use the experiment-based empirical values as thresholds. We do not discuss the schedule details for reduce operator because it is not the contribution of this paper.

With the shape information in Sec.3.1.2, BladeDISC can shrink the multi-codegen. For example, if BladeDISC identifies at compile-time that the dim is divisible by 4, it will only generate the vectorized code. This helps to shrink compilation time and memory consumption and avoid the speculation logic at runtime.

5.2.2 Multi-codegen for Compute-intensive Subgraphs. Given a fusion of compute-intensive operator and its following element-wise operators (called epilogue of compute-intensive fusion), the performance is dominated by the compute-intensive operator as which usually has much more computations and off-chip memory accesses than the epilogue when fusing together. Thus we can focus on the codegen schedule of compute-intensive operators, while the epilogue follows the schedule of the compute-intensive one.

For compute-intensive operators, different shapes usually require different schedules for good performance. Some works have studied about expanding the shape range each schedule can support efficiently [87]. But a single schedule still cannot serve all shapes. Vendor libraries, like cuBLAS [2], prepare a set of pre-compiled schedules ahead of time and use a rule to switch to different schedules for each given shape. Due to that cuBLAS is not open-sourced, neither can we borrow the schedule selection rule nor can we apply any possible customized compute-intensive fusion with cuBLAS.

To tackle this problem, we design the compile-time multi-codegen and runtime speculation approach for compute-intensive sub-graphs. Given the insight that a range of shapes can share the same schedule for good performance, BladeDISC identifies and compiles the most common schedules
for different ranges of shapes at compile-time, and speculates the best schedule for the given shape at runtime. Note that the target is different from the recent fast-tuning techniques [82, 93], which are designed to find good schedules at compile-time given specific shapes rather than schedule selection for any given shapes at runtime.

Due to compilation time and binary size limit, it is infeasible to enumerate all possible schedules at compile-time for compute-intensive sub-graph codegen. BladeDISC identifies the most commonly used schedules for various shapes ahead of time. The top-N most common schedules are selected to be compiled for each compute-intensive sub-graph.

Fig. 8 shows the schedule selection approach. For each GEMM shape $[M, N, K, \text{batch}]$, we profile and identify the schedules that achieve 97% performance of its best schedule we measured. According to the top 97% performance schedules, we get the top-N most commonly used schedules for all analyzed shapes. Finally, we select schedule from the top-N ones for each shape as the best-fit schedule according to performance for the shape. Note that the schedule includes the following aspects: block tile, warp tile, pipeline stages, and TensorCore instruction size.

Given the compute-intensive operator shapes and the corresponding best-fit schedules, we train a lightweight schedule classifier for runtime schedule speculation. In BladeDISC, we use decision tree [70] as the classifier according to the insight that similar-sized problems tend to share the same schedule.

In this work, we use CUTLASS [3] as schedule profiling tool to get the best-fit schedule and build the dataset for schedule classifier training. CUTLASS is demonstrated to be efficient to achieve vendor-library level performance for compute-intensive operators [82]. Sec.7.4.1 describes the details about how we create the dataset to train the schedule classifier to demonstrate the...
effectiveness of this approach. With the basic insight, it can also use other profiling tools [30, 93] to profile and create the dataset. The scale of the dataset could also be customized in practice.

6 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We use MLIR as the intermediate representation in BladeDISC. Specifically, BladeDISC makes use of *stablehlo* dialect [1] (or its predecessor *mhlo* dialect [6]) to represent basic ML operators.

6.1 Runtime Abstraction Layer

To isolate the compilation logic from the complex runtime environment of frontends/backends, we design the *runtime abstraction layer (RAL)* in BladeDISC. It helps to hide the environment information for the graph optimization and lets the backends focus on their core optimization logic. To avoid the interpretation overhead of existing dynamic shape compilers (e.g., the virtual machine in Nimble [71]), BladeDISC compiles to generate code for both tensor computations on the device side and runtime activities at the host side. Moreover, holistic code generation may enable more opportunities for the co-optimization of compilation and runtime.

Fig. 9 shows the function of RAL component in the BladeDISC system. The RAL component isolates the graph optimization from the interaction with various frontends and backends, by providing the unified interface between tensor computation and the frontends/backends. Specifically, it provides the *TensorFlow IO context* components to interact with TensorFlow/Keras hosts, and *base IO context* to interact with PyTorch and other hosts. As for the backend side, it provides a set of device abstractions for device management, including memory management, task scheduling,
synchronization, and custom calls on popular GPUs and CPUs. The RAL design makes it easy to support new frontends and backends by providing the frontend IO context and hardware abstraction implementation, without modifying the core graph optimization logic.

6.2 Optimization Pass Pipeline

Fig. 9 shows the optimization pipeline of BladeDISC. The unified interface between BladeDISC and the frontends context is the IR of stablehlo/mhlo dialect, through RAL. The transformation from TensorFlow to stablehlo/mhlo dialect representation is mainly borrowed from the TensorFlow community. The transformation from PyTorch to stablehlo/mhlo is implemented by BladeDISC. A PyTorch model has first transformed to TorchScript [4] and goes through torch-mlir [13], and finally converts to stablehlo/mhlo representation. The unified interface between BladeDISC and the backends context is LLVM IR, through RAL. BladeDISC transforms the computation graph represented with stablehlo/mhlo dialect to LLVM representation with a set of optimization passes corresponding to the techniques described in this paper. Each of the passes applies a set of optimizations or transformations on the input graph IR and generates the transformed graph IR. The pass-by-pass implementation based on common MLIR dialects (e.g., stablehlo Dialect) results in high reusability from the perspective of both technical principles and implementation.

After lowering the user script written with frameworks like TensorFlow/PyTorch to graph IR (stablehlo/mhlo), BladeDISC first applies the global symbolic shape optimization in the shape optimization passes. According to the techniques in Sec. 3.1, BladeDISC analyzes global shape information, binds global dim symbols on tensor types, and adds cross-level shape information on IR. With the shape information, BladeDISC applies shape simplification optimizations, including implicit broadcast elimination (Sec. 3.2) and constant dimension folding.

After shape optimization, BladeDISC applies a set of graph optimizations in the graph transformation passes, including dot merging (Sec. 4.3), algebraic simplification, layout transformation (e.g., using NHWC format to make full use of TensorCore for convolution), etc.

Then the placement pass annotates on the IR to place tensor computations on the GPU, if GPU is enabled, and shape calculation logic on the CPU. Note that, unlike the static shape compilers where shape values are constant-folded at compile-time, the dynamic shape compiler needs to infer the shape value at runtime. As BladeDISC compiles for the logic of not only the device side but also the host side, it requires representing the buffer allocation/deallocation explicitly on the host side in IR. The bufferization related passes generate allocation/deallocation operators in the IR and transform the usage of tensor values to buffer values (MemRef and related Dialects). Note that the MemRef-based representation generated by bufferization passes presents the memory access behaviors besides the computation itself, which is different from the IR representations in XLA [14] and AStitch [91] where only tensor computations are represented in their IR.

The fusion decision pass is followed for the decision of operator fusion. It groups the memory-intensive operators or compute-intensive operators into fusion operators according to the techniques described in Sec. 4.

Finally, given the graph IR with the fusion decision, the code generation pass generates efficient kernels according to the techniques in Sec. 5. The computations are transformed into LLVM representation and compiled into binaries of the target architecture.

7 EVALUATION

In this section, we present the detailed evaluation results for BladeDISC. We compare the performance improvement on popular machine learning models with state-of-the-art solutions to show the superiority of BladeDISC.
### 7.1 End-to-end Performance

**Workloads.** We use a set of representative ML models coming from HuggingFace [79] as our evaluation workloads, including BERT [35], ALBERT [50], GPT [66], ViT [36], and T5 [67]. Note that HuggingFace is one of the most popular open-sourced model hubs. These models are widely used for language processing and computer vision programs. The detailed information of these models is shown in Table.1. The evaluated batch sizes are 1 and 16. For the language models (i.e., BERT, ALBERT, GPT, and T5), the input sequence length is 64. For the computer vision model (i.e., ViT), the height and width of the input images are both 224, and the number of channels is 3. These input settings are common for industrial scenarios. We enable the auto-mixed-precision (AMP) [59] for the evaluations of all models and all techniques to demonstrate that BladeDISC works well together with AMP.

**Baselines.** We compare BladeDISC with naive PyTorch framework [64] and a wide range of optimizers including TorchScript [4], TVM Nimble [71], ONNX Runtime [10], XLA [14], PyTorch Inductor [21], and TensorRT [11].

TorchScript integrates nvFuser [16] to support the basic operator fusion on the GPU. As for Nimble, we use both AutoTVM [31] and Ansor [88] to tune the performance with 20,000 steps for each model, as suggested in their documents. We pick the best codegen schedule among the tuning results. We use commit (15e18) of TVM [30]. ONNX Runtime [10] converts PyTorch models into ONNX IR and applies various graph optimizations. The version of ONNX Runtime we use is 1.13.1. XLA [14] is a static shape ML compiler that applies operator fusion and many other graph transformations. Note that all the models in our evaluation have equivalent TensorFlow and PyTorch implementations in HuggingFace. Inductor [21] is the native optimizing compiler introduced in PyTorch 2.0 [19]. It automatically converts PyTorch models into Triton [74] codes on the GPU, supporting both static shape and dynamic shape compilation. However, in dynamic shape mode, Inductor cannot effectively excavate the shape relationship between tensors thoroughly and lacks advanced stitch fusion optimization. It also suffers from inefficient codegen without shape value. We present the results of Inductor in both static shape (Inductor-static) and dynamic shape (Inductor-dynamic) modes. TensorRT [11] is provided by NVIDIA to optimize ML models on its GPUs. As mentioned in Sec.2, TensorRT only supports ranged shapes. We observe the abnormal performance of the ranged optimization of TensorRT (Sec.7.1.4) and thus use static shape optimization for the end-to-end comparison. In this way, we can also compare dynamic-shaped BladeDISC with the state-of-the-art static-shaped optimizer. We use TensorRT 8.2.3.

**Testbed.** We evaluate BladeDISC and the baselines on an NVIDIA A10 GPU and a T4 GPU, respectively. The host-side CPUs are Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8369B. NVIDIA A10 and T4 GPUs are the most popular NVIDIA accelerators serving inference tasks currently. The PyTorch and TensorFlow versions are 2.1.0 and 2.8.0 in our evaluation. The CUDA toolkit version we use is 11.7, and the cuDNN version is 8.5.0. The operating system is Ubuntu 22.04.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>HuggingFace Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>bert-large-uncased</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>24 layers, 1024 hidden-dim, 16 heads, 336M parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERT</td>
<td>albert-large-v2</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>24 layers, 128 embed-dim, 1024 hidden-dim, 16 heads, 17M parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT</td>
<td>openai-gpt</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>12 layers, 768 hidden-dim, 12 heads, 110M parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>t5-large</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>24 layers, 1024 hidden-dim, 4096 hidden states, 16 heads, 770M parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT</td>
<td>clip-vit-large-patch14</td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>Text config: 12 layers, 768 hidden-dim, 12 heads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vision config: 24 layers, 1024 hidden-dim, 16 heads, 14 patch size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Information of the benchmark models
**Evaluation metrics.** We compare BladeDISC and the baselines by evaluating the model inference (or training) latency of one iteration. We repeat 1,000 times of inferences (or training iterations) after warming up and take the average value of latency. During our test, the accuracy is the same between BladeDISC and other techniques.

### 7.1.1 Performance on the GPU.

Fig. 10 shows the performance speedup of BladeDISC over PyTorch and other techniques on the A10 GPU for the five benchmark models. The execution time of PyTorch is normalized to 1. We also present the average speedup of these five models in the right part of the figure. The performance of Nimble on ViT is absent, as Nimble fails to convert the model into Relay IR. Compared with PyTorch, TorchScript, Nimble, ONNX Runtime, and TensorRT, BladeDISC achieves up to 6.95×, 6.25×, 4.08×, 2.04×, and 4.16× speedups, respectively. The average speedups are 3.54×, 3.12×, 1.95×, 1.47×, and 1.46×, respectively.

Fig. 10 shows the performance speedup of BladeDISC and other techniques over PyTorch on the A10 and T4 GPU for the five benchmark models with different batch sizes. We also present the average speedup of these five models in the right part of the figure. Some bars are missing in the figure due to the inability of corresponding technologies to optimize the corresponding models. For example, TVM Nimble fails to convert the ViT model into Relay IR. It shows BladeDISC overall outperforms existing optimizers. Compared with PyTorch, TorchScript, TVM Nimble, ONNX Runtime, TensorRT, XLA, Inductor-static, and Inductor-dynamic, BladeDISC achieves up to 6.95×, 6.25×, 4.08×, 2.04×, 4.16×, 2.06×, 2.58×, and 7.92× speedups, respectively. The average speedups are 3.54×, 3.12×, 1.95×, 1.47×, 1.46×, 1.24×, 1.43×, and 2.93×, respectively.

The performance benefit of BladeDISC mainly comes from the effective dynamic shape fusion and shape-adaptive code generation, which helps to reduce off-chip memory access and the non-computation overhead. We present the breakdown analysis in Sec. 7.3.

The performance benefit of most optimization techniques with the batch size of 1 is greater than 16. This is because, for smaller batch sizes, memory-intensive operations account for a larger proportion of the end-to-end time. Compared with compute-intensive operations, the optimization potential for memory-intensive operations is larger, which is shown in the breakdown in Sec. 7.3.

The poor TensorRT performance for the GPT model comes from its inefficient fusion and codegen. The overall execution time (kernel number) of memory-intensive computations for GPT is 699.30us (116) with BladeDISC and 1596.52us (164) with TensorRT. The overall execution time of compute-intensive computations for GPT is 447.71us with BladeDISC and 615.23us with TensorRT. Thus, TensorRT has more kernel execution time and more non-computation overhead.

### 7.1.2 Performance on X86 CPU.

We evaluate PyTorch, ONNX Runtime, and BladeDISC on the Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8369B CPU with one-thread enabled. As the computing power of the CPU is much lower than the GPU, we choose a lighter version of ALBERT [50] (albert-base-v2 from HuggingFace [79], with 11M parameters). Compared with PyTorch and ONNX Runtime, experiments show that BladeDISC exhibits 1.72× and 1.25× speedup, respectively.

### 7.1.3 Training Performance.

We use DeePMD [77] model and dataset to show the training performance of BladeDISC on an A10 GPU. DeePMD is a popular AI-for-science model to perform molecular dynamics. Experimental results show that compared with TensorFlow, BladeDISC achieves 1.32× and 1.24× speedup on the A10 and T4 GPU, respectively. We also evaluate the training performance of XLA [14] to compare the performance of BladeDISC with static-shaped optimization. Experimental results show that compared with XLA, BladeDISC achieves the speedup of 1.03× on the A10 GPU and 0.98× on the T4 GPU, meaning that the performance of BladeDISC on some training tasks is comparable to or even better than the static compiler.
Fig. 10. End-to-end Performance of BladeDISC and baselines. The missing bars indicate the corresponding technologies fail to optimize the models in our evaluation.

7.1.4 TensorRT Ranged-Opt Abnormal Performance. We evaluate the performance of TensorRT ranged shape optimization with HuggingFace BERT-large model. We give min-shape, max-shape and optimal shape as <1x16>, <4x256> and <2x64> respectively. It means the batch size ranges from 1 to 4, and sequence length ranges from 16 to 256, with the optimal \( \langle \text{batch-size}, \text{seq-length} \rangle \) as <2x64>. We optimize the model with both the official TensorRT Python API [12] and BladeDISC, and compare the performance of different shapes in the shape range on an A10 GPU [7]. The evaluation results show that the performance of TensorRT ranged-opt is very unstable. Specifically, when batch-size is 1 and sequence-length is 256, TensorRT shows a very severe negative optimization (−26.4× worse than naive PyTorch baseline), for which the performance of naive PyTorch, TensorRT and BladeDISC are 25.33ms, 668.68ms, and 4.83ms respectively. As the detailed techniques of TensorRT are close sourced, it is hard to figure out the exact reason for the abnormal performance. With Nsight Compute profiling tool [8], we notice that the TensorRT optimized kernels have unusually large launch dimensions, while the output of the model is verified to be correct. From this observation, one possible reason is the unreasonable padding on tensors, due to the insufficient processing of tensors of unknown shapes.
7.2 Comparison with Library-based Solutions

In this section, we compare the performance of BladeDISC with library-based solutions (i.e., FasterTransformer [17] and FlashAttention [33]) on BERT model. Library-based solutions usually target models with fixed structures and require users to rewrite the model relying on the library interfaces. Compared to them, compiler-based solutions have two key advantages. First, compilers can optimize the model automatically without heavy human effort. This is especially beneficial to companies using a large number of models, for which manually rewriting all the models are impractical. Second, compilers exhibit higher flexibility than libraries. For example, if users want to use non-standard models, they cannot use the interfaces provided by FasterTransformer to achieve high performance. By contrast, compilers can optimize them adaptively.

7.2.1 Comparison with FasterTransformer. FasterTransformer is a highly optimized transformer library on the GPU. The per-batch padded seq-length is 64 for the evaluation of this sub-section. We utilize the BERT interface provided by FasterTransformer to evaluate its performance on the A10 GPU. Compared with the HuggingFace baseline, FasterTransformer BERT achieves 6.60× and 1.96× speedup for batch sizes 1 and 16, respectively. On the other hand, using BladeDISC to automatically optimize the HuggingFace BERT brings 6.55× and 1.71× speedup for batch sizes 1 and 16. This means that BladeDISC can achieve comparable performance to the state-of-the-art manually optimized solution. When enabling the Effective Transformer [15] (a transformer-specific optimization) for the ragged input (i.e., samples have different lengths in the same batch), FasterTransformer achieves 1.98× and 2.36× speedup for batch size 16 when the average seq-length is 48 and 40, respectively. Effective Transformer removes and restores padding before and after attention calculation, which is orthogonal to the fusion and code generation techniques of BladeDISC and could be applied simultaneously in practice. Besides, although FasterTransformer provides the interface of their GPT, T5, and ViT models, we find they do not work for the models we use. This demonstrates that as a library, FasterTransformer suffers from inflexibility.

7.2.2 Combination with FlashAttention. FlashAttention [33] provides a new efficient attention algorithm that reduces the HBM read/write transactions significantly, especially when the sequence length is large. FlashAttention is orthogonal to BladeDISC, as users can replace the attention computation with FlashAttention and then utilize BladeDISC to further optimize the model.

PyTorch 2.0 [19] provides the interface to call the FlashAttention function, which allows the developers to rewrite the model script with this API manually. However, HuggingFace [79] does not rewrite their models to use this interface currently. Hence, we manually replace the attention part of BERT in HuggingFace with the FlashAttention-enabled interface.

To show the advantage of FlashAttention, we use a large sequence length of 512. Experimental results on the A10 GPU show that compared with the original model, enabling FlashAttention optimization brings 1.29× and 1.64× end-to-end speedup for batch sizes of 1 and 16, respectively. On the other hand, using BladeDISC separately brings 3.87× and 1.48× speedup for batch sizes of 1 and 16. By further combining FlashAttention and BladeDISC, we finally achieve 4.72× and 1.92× speedup over the original model for batch sizes of 1 and 16. This is because besides the attention part, BladeDISC further optimizes the memory-intensive computations.

7.3 Breakdown Analysis

7.3.1 End-to-end Performance Breakdown. Fig.11 shows the performance breakdown of PyTorch and the dynamic shape optimizers, i.e., TorchScript, TVM Nimble, ONNX Runtime, Inductor-dynamic, and BladeDISC. The GPU kernels launched during the execution of a model are divided into two categories: memory-intensive and compute-intensive kernels. Fig.11a and Fig.11b show
Table 2. BladeDISC optimization on memory-intensive subgraphs, given input tensor shape of \(<1024,1024>\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgraph</th>
<th>BladeDISC Latency (us)</th>
<th>BladeDISC #Kernel</th>
<th>Torch Latency (us)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LayerNorm</td>
<td>32.68 (w/o stitch)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.70 (w/ stitch)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>33.40 (w/o stitch)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.37(w/ stitch)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the execution time proportion of memory-intensive and compute-intensive kernels, respectively. The proportion is figured out by dividing the kernel execution time by the end-to-end inference latency of PyTorch.

Take BERT as an example. As for the overall memory-intensive computations, BladeDISC significantly boosts the execution with speedups of 9.49×, 8.65×, 5.30×, 2.61×, and 8.67× compared with PyTorch, TorchScript, Nimble, ONNX Runtime, and Inductor-dynamic, respectively. The performance benefit mainly comes from stitch fusion optimization (Sec.4) and dynamic shape adaptive code generation (Sec.5). The stitch fusion helps to leverage on-chip memory to buffer intermediate data and reduce off-chip memory access. The dynamic shape adaptive code generation helps to generate more efficient schedules to better utilize the hardware computation resource. As for the overall compute-intensive computations, BladeDISC achieves 1.18×, 1.25×, 1.20×, 1.14×, and 2.82× speedup compared with PyTorch, TorchScript, Nimble, ONNX Runtime, and Inductor-dynamic, respectively. The performance benefit mainly comes from GEMM merging (Sec.4.3) and multi-version code generation (Sec.5.2). Specifically, with the help of GEMM merging, BladeDISC reduces the number of GEMM kernels from 193 in PyTorch, TorchScript, Nimble, and ONNX Runtime to 145. The larger GEMM shapes after merging help to increase hardware utilization. We find that for Inductor-dynamic, the latency of compute-intensive operations is even larger than naïve PyTorch. This is because Inductor-dynamic selects the unsuitable GEMM schedules. Besides the more efficient GPU kernels of both memory-intensive and compute-intensive computations, the efficient fusion in BladeDISC also significantly reduces the kernel numbers by 68.20%, 62.76%, 61.45%, 59.54%, and 47.52% compared with PyTorch, TorchScript, Nimble, ONNX Runtime, and Inductor-dynamic, respectively. The reduced kernel number results in significantly smaller framework-level operator scheduling and hardware-level kernel launching overhead.

7.3.2 Memory-intensive Subgraph Analysis. Table 2 shows the performance of two common memory-intensive subgraphs in modern ML models. It shows that the stitch fusion optimization in BladeDISC significantly boosts the performance of both LayerNorm and Softmax computations by 2.08× and 2.70× speedup respectively. It also reduces the overall kernel number. Specifically, BladeDISC also outperforms the hand-written PyTorch op implementation of the two subgraphs, by 1.34× and 1.30× speedup respectively.

7.4 Schedule Speculation Analysis

We evaluate the effectiveness of schedule speculation for GEMM schedule selection in this section.

7.4.1 Dataset Creation for Building Decision-tree. To build the decision-tree for GEMM schedule runtime speculation, we measure and create a dataset containing more than 100,000 items of GEMM performance of different shapes under different schedules. We use the CUTLASS [3] profiling tool to measure GEMM performance and create the dataset. Specifically, the M, N, and K dimensions of GEMM shape range from 256 to 2048, and the batch dimension of GEMM shape ranges from 1 to 128, which are common shape ranges of typical GEMM computation in popular ML models. To
guarantee the data diversity, we evenly sample the value in the above shape range of M, N, and K dimensions for which taking the remainder of 256 equals 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 respectively. This makes the items in the data cover all possible alignments on popular hardware for ML model acceleration. We create the decision-tree classifier on the above dataset according to Sec.5.2.2 for GEMM schedule runtime speculation.

To create the dataset, we only use column-major data layout for the performance evaluation of different schedules given each GEMM shape. We have compared the performance of each schedule under different layouts given a fixed GEMM shape. Extensive evaluations on a large range of GEMM shapes show that, even though different layouts with the same schedule show different performances, the schedule with the best performance under different layouts is usually the same. Thus, data layout is not essential to select the schedule with the best performance.

7.4.2 Schedule Speculation Accuracy. We evaluate the speculation accuracy of the decision-tree classifier. We use 5 schedules as the targets of the classifier. With the top schedule selection approach in Sec.5.2.2, the top-5 schedules are shown in Table.3. It shows that the proportion of occurrences of the top-5 schedules to all original schedules is 95.72%, which shows that the speculation target has high coverage of the possible GEMM schedules. To evaluate the classifier, we use 80% data in the
Table 3. The top-5 schedules of GEMM classifier targets. $C_{m/n/k}$: the tiling size of block size on M/N/K dimensions. Stages: pipeline stages. $W_{m/n/k}$: the warps tiling on M/N/K dimensions. $I_{m/n/k}$: Tensor Core instruction size on M/N/K dimensions. Ratio: the proportion of occurrences to all original schedules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_m$</th>
<th>$C_n$</th>
<th>$C_k$</th>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>$W_m$</th>
<th>$W_n$</th>
<th>$W_k$</th>
<th>$I_m$</th>
<th>$I_n$</th>
<th>$I_k$</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>68.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dataset described in Sec.7.4.1 as training data and others as testing data. The decision-tree classifier shows 92% accuracy on the testing data. We collect the ratio of the achieved performance of the predicted schedule to the highest performance of the best schedule of each testing data. It shows that the mean ratio is 99%, and 95.2% GEMM shapes achieve at least 95% of the best performance with the predicted schedule. This means the classifier is effective to get a good schedule for given GEMM shapes for runtime schedule speculation.

We observe that GEMM shapes beyond a threshold usually use a converged schedule, which best matches the hardware characteristics of multi-level memory bandwidth (e.g., global memory, L2 cache, shared memory, and registers) and computing power under enough matrix multiplication computations. In our practice, the GEMM shapes larger than the profiling range during inference usually fall into the converged schedule and result in a good performance. Meanwhile, a too-small GEMM shape usually does not require a perfect schedule as the absolute difference is very small among common schedules. Thus the schedules of the GEMM shapes smaller than the profiling range usually do not significantly impact the end-to-end absolute performance.

8 RELATED WORK

**Operator fusion.** Operator fusion optimization is extensively studied for data management and ML programs. Tupleware [32], SystemML [27], Weld [63], Tuplex [73], Kasen [86], and FuseME [41] study the fusion optimization on CPU architecture for data management and ML algorithms. They do not study fusion optimization on GPUs, nor do they study dynamic shape optimization for ML programs. Some works study the code generation of compute-intensive operators and support the fusion of element-wise operators with their producer of the compute-intensive operator or consumer of reduce operator [26, 30, 37, 75, 88, 93], for which the target is static shape ML models. Some works [61, 89, 90] study holistic operator fusion and pipelined scheduling on heterogeneous systems for pipelined workloads like face detection. Some recent works study the fusion optimization of memory-intensive operators [14, 84, 91, 92] for static shape ML models, especially the stitch fusion optimization [91] leveraging the hierarchical GPU memory for intermediate data buffering. Some works [38, 52, 80] apply fusion optimization in data management tasks like data analytics and query processing on the GPU. None of the above works address the dynamic shape problem for ML programs and will suffer from severe compilation overhead for dynamic shape workloads. There are some works focusing on operator merging of compute-intensive operators [46, 72]. The GEMM batching optimizing in BladeDISC relies on the shape constraint analysis in dynamic scenarios, differing from existing works.

**Solutions to dynamic shape models.** A practice to alleviate the dynamic shape problem for ML programs is dynamic recompilation [9, 14, 29, 68] for each encountered shape, which suffers from severe compilation overhead and frequent jitter of service time due to the frequent compilation. It
also cannot meet the system expansion requirement due to the long warming-up process. Moreover, it suffers from a huge compilation cache caused by the large shape numbers. The ranged-shape AOT optimization [11] is another approach to alleviate the problem, for which users can provide a range of input tensor shapes rather than a single static shape. However, this approach cannot work for scenes where the input shape range cannot be obtained before execution.

Recently, there are some optimizing compilers supporting dynamic shape ML models. PyTorch Inductor [21], Nimble [71], and DISC [94] are proposed to handle dynamic shape models and apply basic fusion for memory-intensive operators. Instead, BladeDISC proposes the advanced fusion for dynamic shape models. Meanwhile, BladeDISC proposes the compile-time and runtime combined code generation approach that adapts to various shapes efficiently. DietCode [87] focuses on single compute-intensive operator optimization for dynamic shape scenes, rather than memory-intensive operator optimization with the end-to-end flow. IREE [5] focuses on embedded systems and is in the early stage to support server-side devices.

**Machine learning systems.** Many recent works attempt to improve the ML model performance from different aspects. There are some works proposing efficient runtime systems to serve inference queries. Triton Inference Server [18] and TensorFlow-Serving [62] are widely used serving systems in production. Serverless is also an effective serving option for ML workloads [24, 81]. These works are on top of the model execution engines (e.g. PyTorch [64] and ML compilers) and do not focus on the optimization of ML models execution on microarchitecture, which are orthogonal to BladeDISC. Many works [23, 47, 53, 54, 56–58, 69, 78] are proposed to optimize the large-scale training of ML models. They do not study compilation optimization for dynamic shape ML workloads. ORCA [85] explores token-level batching to optimize transformer-based generative models specifically, which avoids wasted computation by avoiding padding. It does not address the dynamic shape problem of general ML models besides transformer-based generative models. Meanwhile, it does not focus on the fusion and code generation optimization of the per-token computation, for which BladeDISC could be applied on top of the ORCA techniques to optimize the batched tokens from the technical point of view.

**Data management and optimizing compiler.** The optimization plan switching during runtime is extensively studied for adaptive query processing [25, 34, 40, 43, 49, 55, 83], to which BladeDISC shares a similar principle of multi-kernel/plan generation and switching. BladeDISC studies the new problem of ML programs and generates and selects the multi-kernel with a set of new methods. Leveraging compilation technologies to optimize queries is an enduring topic in data management areas [39, 40, 49, 60, 65]. LingoDB [48] utilizes MLIR [51] to build a layered query compilation stack. BladeDISC also uses MLIR to build the compilation pass pipeline. Instead of database queries, BladeDISC focuses on compilation optimizations for ML models.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we design and implement an industrial-grade dynamic shape compiler system, named BladeDISC. To tackle the fundamental challenge of the absence of shape values, we systematically abstract and excavate the shape information and design a cross-level symbolic shape representation. With the insight that what fusion decision relies upon is the shape relationship, we propose the dynamic shape fusion approach with shape information propagation. We design the compile-time and runtime combined approach to generate efficient code that adapts to arbitrary tensor shapes. Results show that BladeDISC outperforms PyTorch, TorchScript, TVM, ONNX Runtime, XLA, Torch Inductor (dynamic shape), and TensorRT by up to 6.95×, 6.25×, 4.08×, 2.04×, 2.06×, 7.92×, and 4.16× (3.54×, 3.12×, 1.95×, 1.47×, 1.24×, 2.93×, and 1.46× on average), respectively.
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